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Rodrill manufactures Drilling Tools that are built to last. What makes our tools durable is the high quality steel and tool
design, giving strength and wear resistance. High wear areas have welded abrasive wear pads on the tools standard.
Our tools are also designed to perform with maximum efficiency. This means productivity on the job with minimal
downtime for replacement of consumables. Our tools are also manufactured to cut to your specifications. As a result,
subsequent tools, such as under-reamers, and casing will fit in the hole. Our highly qualified welders manufacture
heavy-duty tooling that will last. We are so confident in our tools that we offer a 1 year warrantee for defects in materials and workmanship on every tool we produce.
If you have an idea for a tool that is not in the catalog, give us a call. Let us design and quote it. Special orders are always welcome. Painted by request and to your specification.
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AUGERS
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Rodrill standard augers are heavy-duty and are built to last on demanding and difficult drill jobs. Augers are categorized by type of material drilled and configuration.
Material categories: DIRT AUGER and ROCK AUGER. Configuration categories: CENTER-PORT AUGER and CONTINUOUS FLIGHT AUGER.
Special orders are always welcome. Painted by request and to your specification.
Note: Augers are specified by hole diameter. Actual flight diameter is less than the
hole diameter.

DIRT AUGER
SINGLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
DOUBLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

LENGTH
PITCH

DIAMETER

See Available Dirt Teeth on Page 16

ORDERING INFORMATION: 40” DC/DF DIRT x 60”, 5-1/4” KELLY, 101, FISHTAIL, WP _____
Hole Diameter
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Type
Overall Height
Connection Size
Connection
Teeth
Pilot
Wear Pad (Blank for none)
Finish (RAL Number)(Blank for none)

AUGERS
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ROCK AUGER
The cutting edge configurations shown are the most common types.
Special jobs may require an out of the ordinary tool, such as a triple
cut, triple flight rock auger with wear pads. Let us know your needs
and we will custom make a tool to meet those needs.

SINGLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/

LENGTH
PITCH

DIAMETER

See Available Rock
Teeth on Page 17
TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

TYPE 4

TYPE 5

TYPE 6

ORDERING INFORMATION: 40” DC/DF TYPE 4 ROCK x 56”, 5-1/4” KELLY, C31, 990-4, WP ____
Hole Diameter
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Cutting Edge Configuration
Primary Drilling Material
Overall Height
Connection Size
Connection
Teeth
Pilot
Wear Pad (Blank for none)
Finish (RAL Number)(Blank for none)

AUGERS
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CENTER-PORT AUGER
Also known as slurry augers, these
tools are for dirt, sand, and clay only.
Not for rock.

See Available Dirt Teeth
on Page 16

SINGLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
DOUBLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

LENGTH
PITCH

DIAMETER

ORDERING INFORMATION: 40” DC/DF CPA x 56”, 5-1/4” KELLY, 201, PG14, WP ____
Hole Diameter
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Type
Overall Height
Connection Size
Connection
Teeth
Pilot
Wear Pad (Blank if none)
Finish (RAL Number) (Blank if none)

AUGERS
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CONTINUOUS FLIGHT AUGER
Continuous flight augers may be rock or dirt and are usually
more than one piece to save on transportation costs.
Please specify the number of sections and corresponding
lengths. Intermediate connections may be different that
the top stub connection.

See Available Teeth on Pages 16 & 17
SC/SF ROCK

DC/SF ROCK

DC/DF ROCK

SC/SF DIRT

DC/SF DIRT

DC/DF DIRT

LENGTH
PITCH

DIAMETER

1

2

3

4

5

6

ROCK AUGER CUTTING EDGE TYPE

ORDERING INFORMATION: 24” DC/DF ROCK CFA x 10FT., 5-1/4” KELLY, 2” HEX, 990-4, WP ____
Hole Diameter
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Type
Overall Height
Top Connection Size
Top Connection
Intermediate Connection
Pilot
Wear Pad
Finish

AUGERS
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CONVERTIBLE AUGER
Convertable augers are dirt augers only. They are
able to drill two or more hole sizes with one auger.
Removable perimeter flight plates change the auger
outside drill diameter to one or more sizes. One convertible auger is most often less expensive than the 2
or more augers it replaces. All wear edges have
welded hardfacing.

SINGLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
SINGLE FLIGHT

DOUBLE CUT/
DOUBLE FLIGHT
DIA. 1
DIA. 2

LENGTH
PITCH

See Available Teeth on Page 16

ORDERING INFORMATION: 48”/62”/72” DC/DF CONV CPA x 60”, 130mm KELLY, 201, PG10, WP _____
Desired Hole Diameters
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Type
Overall Height
Connection Size
Connection
Teeth
Pilot
Wear Pad
Finish

BELLING TOOL
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Rodrill’s Belling Tools are rugged and dependable. The most common bell angles are 45° and 60°, but we will build the tool to meet
your pier flare and toe requirements. As a rough guide, the overall
closed tool height is about three times the closed tool diameter.
An optional manual bottom dump may be ordered for tools for
holes 18” diameter and larger.

HOLE DIAMETER

HEIGHT

ANGLE
CUT DIAMETER

See Available Teeth on Pages 16 & 17

ORDERING INFORMATION: 24” x 54” x 60° BELL, 5-1/4” KELLY, T156, DUMP _____
Hole Diameter
Fully Open Bell Diameter
Bell Angle
Overall Height
Connection Size
Connection
Teeth
Bottom Dump (Blank for non-dump)
Finish (Blank for none)

CASING DRIVER
Our casing drivers, also called casing spinners, are built to take the
forces needed to drive and extract the casings from hole. Since casing sizes are job specific, an economical solution is to buy a casing
driver that is adjustable to take a range of casing sizes. For adjustable drivers, the maximum diameter a casing driver can drive is twice
the minimum casing diameter. Of course, longer arms can be ordered to be used with the same main section to driver larger casings. If this is your intention, please let us know so that we design
the main section to take the extra stresses developed with the longer arms. Since the trade size often does not match the actual diameter, the actual outside diameters and wall thicknesses of the driven
casings need to be provided along with any reinforcing band to insure that the tool will fit with each casing size.

ORDERING INFORMATION: 32/42/48 CASING DRIVER, 7” KELLY, 4” _____
Casing OD(s)
Tool Type
Connection Size
Connection
Casing Drive Slot Width
Finish (Blank for none)
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CLEAN-OUT BUCKETS
Clean-out buckets are used to remove spoils from the bottom of
the hole and to produce a level hole bottom. The two general
types of clean-out buckets are :
DUMP—bladed openings in the bottom plate cut and lift the material into the tool. The tool is lifted out of the hole and dumped.
ONE-EYE— a rotating plate rotates to expose the large opening on
the bottom of the tool during clockwise rotation. Reversing the
rotation closes the eye to prevent material fallout during tool extraction from the hole.

Rodrill’s standard
COB’s have 1-1/2”
thick x 12” tall
bottom rings and
3/4” thick wall x 48”
tall cans. For custom
dimensions, contact
Rodrill.

ORDERING INFORMATION: 60” ONE EYE COB, 5-1/4” KELLY, DUMP WP _____
Hole Diameter
Style
Clean Out Bucket
Connection Size
Connection
Manual Dump
Wear Pad (Blank if none)
Finish (Blank if none)
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CONCRETE DIPPER
Our concrete dippers are constructed to fit to your kelly bar for quick and easy
movement of fluid materials. A lifting eye is provided to load and unload the dipper from your truck or trailer or on the jobsite. The bucket pivots on the end of
the lifting shaft and has a locking pin to prevent pivoting when needed. All seams
and connecting members are seal welded to prevent concrete and other materials
from being trapped inside the dipper components. Special options, such as wear
pads and containment lips, are available. Contact Rodrill to discuss your custom
orders.

ORDERING INFORMATION: 40” CD, 5-1/4” KELLY, HD, _____
Hole Diameter
Concrete Dipper
Kelly Box Size
Connection
Duty Rating (S - Standard, HD - Heavy Duty)
Finish (Blank for none)
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CORE BARRELS
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Core barrels are used in hard to very hard rock formations or when
encountering hard boulders. They may also be used to drill
through non-reinforced and reinforced concrete. If the rock layer
is deeper than the can height, the core is broken off and extracted.
Then drilling is continued. Our tools are designed for easy removal
in this case. Vents are standard to prevent the tool from sticking in
the hole due to mud or water.
Our heavy-duty design allows for maximum crowding to get
through those tough boring jobs. Our tooth pattern minimizes uneven tooth wear while providing good bite. Tooth style should be
chosen to best fit the drilling condition. Specify the tooth style
when placing your order.

See available teeth on Page 17

ORDERING INFORMATION: 108” CB, 60, 5-1/4” KELLY, C31, NO WP, _______
Hole Diameter
Core Barrel
Can Height
Kelly Box Size
Connection
Tooth Style
Wear Pad
Finish

DRILL BUCKETS
Drill buckets remove material that does not stay on an
auger. Integral internal flaps keep the material from
flowing back out the cutting openings. Removed aggregate size may be up to 10” in diameter, based on drill
bucket diameter. Hardfacing on high-wear areas increases tool life. Our manual dump bottoms are operated
from latched arm at the top of the bucket. We also manufacture auto-dump drill buckets.

ORDERING INFORMATION: 40” DC/DF DIRT x 48”, 5-1/4” KELLY, C31, 990-4, NO WP, M, ______
Hole Diameter
Number of Cutting Edges & Flights
Type
Can Height
Kelly Box Size
Connection
Tooth
Pilot
Wear Pad
Dump Type (A=Automatic, M=Manual)
Finish
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KELLY BARS
Rodrill can manufacture a complete Kelly bar set , a single replacement bar, or
repair or modify the bars you have, no matter what style. We manufacture
friction bars and locking bars. Locks may be round or rectangular. We also
replace damaged Kelly stubs with new ones and repair locks.
Our bars are made from high-strength tubing and bar and welded under controlled conditions to produce a bar set that is punishment tolerant.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Contact RODRILL
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KELLY ADAPTERS
If new drilling equipment or tooling is purchased, the Kelly size
may not match the existing Kelly stub size. These heavy duty
Kelly adapters provide the size transition needed. Practically
any size combination can be manufactured and will put your rig
back to work quickly and with minimal cost. All Kelly adapters
come with a integral lifting eye, unless otherwise specified.
Kelly adapters may also be ordered as extensions to extend the
reach of your tool. Specify the extension length needed when
you place your order.
All Kelly adapters are constructed of heavy duty materials to
provide many years of service under high stress. Our skilled and
qualified welders completely weld the tool using high-quality
and high-strength filler materials. Standard units are not painted, but may be specified for rust protection.

ORDERING INFORMATION: KA 6 S X 130mm S, 1-3/8 X 2, _____, _____
Kelly Adapter
Kelly Box Size
Kelly Box Shape (S=Square, H=Hex)
Driven Stub Size
Stub Shape (S=Square, H=Hex)
Pin Size
Pin Distance(s) from Stub End
Extension Length
Finish
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OVER-REAMERS
Over-reamers are used to enlarge the hole using cutting
arms that attach to a tool. This saves the cost of buying
another complete tool built for the larger diameter. They
are usually custom built for the tool with which they will
be used. We can design-in over-reamers into your new
tool or add them to existing tooling, They may be pinned
or bolted to the tool, depending on your application.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Contact RODRILL
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CONSUMABLES & PARTS
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DIRT TEETH AND POCKETS
WO-1
111
101

2HD
101-C

W-05

W10

201

211
TK225-1
RJ201

134

35
35GHF

35HF
35G

CONSUMABLES & PARTS
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ROCK TEETH AND POCKETS
C21

SL04

SM06

C21-HD

875HD

C20-BLK

RL10

RL09

RL07
C10H-BLK

U40HD

C31-HD

DRAGON
BLK

C30-BLK

RC30F
C30H BLK

DRAGON
C4

DS06

C41

C4 BLK

DS05

CONSUMABLES & PARTS
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PILOTS AND TOOLS

2429961

CP-16

HTB-175-765-4

HTB-238-875-4

HTB-238-990-4

HTB-238-765-4

HTB-278-875-4

HTB-278-875-6

HTB-278-765-6

HTB-278-990-4

HTB-312-990-6

HTB-238-765-6

HTB-278-765-4

T29220

Other drill tool consumables are available but not shown. Contact Rodrill for more information.

Thank you for your interest in Rodrill Drilling Tools. For more information or to place an order, please contact:

RODRILL, Inc.
Sales Representative:

11670 IH 10 East
Converse, TX 78109
(210) 667-2130
www.rodrill.com
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